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MTC FANTASY RUGBY COMPETITION
Terms and Conditions

Condition 1. 

1.1. The Directors, Permanent or Temporary Employees of MTC and their 
nuclear family members shall not be eligible to participate in this 
competition.

1.2. Nuclear family means the MTC Employee’s children and spouse.

Condition 2. 
2.1. The competition is open to all customers, both prepaid and postpaid.

2.2. By participating and registering for this competition, customers bound 
themselves to these Terms and Conditions and further to adhere to these 
Terms and Conditions. 

2.3. Before participating in this competition, MTC assumes customers have  
read and understood the terms and conditions thereof and that such 
participation is at the customer’s discretion and risk.

2.4. MTC accepts no responsibility of any late, lost and/or misdirected entries 
including entries not received by MTC or delays in such entries due to 
network congestion, disruptions or for any reason whatsoever.

2.5. Should there be any inconsistencies between these Terms and Conditions 
and anything that refers to this competition, these Terms and Conditions 
shall prevail.

2.6. MTC’s decisions regarding the winners is final and as such MTC shall not 
enter into any correspondence regarding this competition’s results or 
any other decision MTC may make in respect with the competition.

Condition 3. 
3.1. To participate in the competition, the participants may access the 

competition through the following channels: mtcfantasyrugby.mobi or 
dialing USSD *101# and select The “Fantasy Rugby” option. 

3.2. In order to join the competition, customers shall be charged a mobile 
subscription service charged of N$3.00 per day which offers the customers 
one entry to each competition and unlimited access to the relevant 
Fantasy Rugby content for the duration of the customer’s subscription.
To unsubscribe/opt-out, subscribers can SMS “OUT MTCRUGBY” to “101”, 
or dial USSD code *101# and select the option “manage services”, then 
choose to unsubscribe from “MTC fantasy rugby”

3.3. The customer herewith authorizes MTC to recover the relevant amounts 
directly from the customer’s available credit. The customer herewith 
confirms that they are able to engage in the aforementioned authorisation. 
Network charges may also apply. 

3.4. The customer should be the owner of the Mobile Subscriber Integrated 
Services Digital Network-Number (MSISDN) (in short cellphone number) 
that was used to participate in the competition.

3.5. Any dispute of ownership of the MSISDN will result in that MSISDN   
being disqualified from the competition.

Condition 4. 
4.1. This campaign will run from 10 June 2021 until 10 June 2023, both days 

included. All entries should be received by MTC prior to the closing date 
and time.

4.2. MTC shall run a match day and monthly competition as per below. 
4.3. The competition shall run every match day that real-world matches are 
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played in the supported leagues. Participants shall select a fantasy team of 
real players from featured teams to compete against other fantasy teams. 
A leaderboard tracks each team’s performance in real-time. Winners win 
prizes based on their leaderboard position. 

4.4. On the days where no real matches are played on either the Saturday, 
Sunday or Monday, subscribers can take part in the Flashback Fantasy 
gameplay. Competitions consist of real matches that were played in the 
past. These matches will be clearly indicated within the app/game portal

4.5. MTC airtime will be awarded to the winners of the specific Match Day. 
The winners will receive the airtime vouchers pin automatically via SMS 
on the Specific MSISDN registered for the service, within 48 Hours after 
the games were played. 

4.6. Prizes for each match day are as follows:

POSITION NAD AIRTIME VALUE
1st Place  250.00 
2nd Place  200.00 
3rd place  150.00 
4th place  100.00 
5th place  100.00 

4.7. The monthly competitions runs over a period of a month. All match day 
participants within the time period are automatically included into the 
monthly competition. The total points earned by each participant’s match 
day competition teams are accumulated on a multi-day leaderboard. 

4.8. Prizes for the monthly winners is as follows, which are cash prices: 

POSITION CASH PRICE VALUE NAD
1ST Prize 3, 000

2nd Prize 1500, 000

3rd Prize 1000, 000

4.9. Point allocation for the campaign:

Try  5
Successful Penalty 3
Successful Drop Goal 3
Successful Conversion 2
Try Assist 2

Turnover Won 3
Successful Tackle (per 3) 1

Opposition Lineout Won 3
Own Lineout Won 1

Line Break 2
Tackle Break 2
Offload 1

Handling Error  -1
Missed Tackle -1
Turnover Conceded -3
Penalty Conceded -3

Missed Conversion -2
Missed Drop Goal -3
Missed Penalty -3

Yellow Card -10
Red Card -12
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Condition 5. 
All participants agree and authorize MTC – for the purposes of this Competition 
– To be identified and announced as the winner’s, have their names, images 
or photographs taken and published in the media which may include print, 
television, press and internet (at no additional cost to MTC). Failing to agree will 
result in such a participant forfeiting the prize to the next alternative winner.

Condition 6. 
Should the winner be a minor or under the custody and control of his or her 
parent(s) or guardian, then the minor shall provide full particulars and proof of 
identification of said parent(s) or guardian to whom the Prize will be delivered. 
Such particulars and proof shall state, inter alia, the nature of the relationship 
between the winner and the parent(s) or guardian concerned. Such prize shall 
be registered in the name of the parent or legal guardian.

Condition 7. 
7.1. The prize and/or prize money is non-transferable.
7.2. Once the winners have taken possession of their prizes, all risk and 

responsibility associated with the prizes passes to the winner and MTC 
will not take any responsibility or assume any liability for, or in connection 
with, the prizes or the use thereof.

7.3. MTC reserves the right to review and change this competition’s rules 
and format, or cancel it altogether.

7.4. MTC reserves the right to disqualify any customer from participation in 
this competition in light of any malpractice or manipulation of results 
that MTC believes to have taken place.

Condition 8. 
As proof of ownership the winner must produce the handset and SIM card 
used in the competition, with the winner’s Identification Document.

Condition 9. 
Winners will be requested to sign an agreement receipt of the prize.

Condition 10. 
10.1. By participating in this competition, the participants are bound and 

subjected to all the Terms and Conditions of the Competition.

10.2. MTC shall be indemnified against any technical errors beyond its 
reasonable control.

10.3. If due to any act or omission, this competition does not run as planned, 
including problems with infections of computer viruses, tampering, 
bugs, fraud, unauthorized intervention, technical failures and/or any 
causes beyond the control of MTC, which affect or corrupt the process, 
administration, security, integrity, fairness or proper conduct of this 
competition,MTC reserves the right to amend, cancel, suspend or 
terminate this competition at its own discretion. The participants agree to 
indemnify and hold MTC and its employees harmless, board of directors, 
agents, suppliers, and against any and all claims, liability, loss, expenses, 
suits, judgments, demands and costs (including ...

10.4. MTC reserves the right to amend, cancel, suspend or terminate this 
competition at its own discretion. The participants agree to indemnify 
and hold MTC and its employees harmless, board of directors, agents, 
suppliers, and against any and all claims, liability, loss, expenses, suits, 
judgments, demands and costs (including all reasonable legal fees 
and expenses) arising out of (i) the acts or omissions of competition 
participants or (ii) any accident, injury, or death to persons or loss of or 
damage to property, or fines and penalties, in whole or in part, except to 
the extent that such damage is due solely and directly to the negligence 
of MTC.

Condition 11. 
All MTC’s standard Terms and Conditions apply.


